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I admit a personal interest in this case. If my aunt’s genealogical search is reliable, I am related to an unfortunate, short-lived blasphemer.  In 1697, Thomas Aikenhead was the last person to be hanged in Scotland for blasphemy.  An orphan, he was twenty at most, though some reports had him at eighteen. Aikenhead used his ‘tender years’ as part of his appeal against his sentence. His was a first offence, yet the 
law stated that capital punishment for blasphemy should only be instigated for a third offence. His sentence rested on the testimony of fellow students, in particular Mungo Craig, whom Aikenhead claimed had supplied him with literature which prompted his ‘cursing and railling’. He begged forgiveness, requested reprieve in which to make his peace with God. The church had the opportunity to intervene on  his behalf. It didn’t. 
Graham shows how demographics and topology contributed to Edinburgh’s close-knit, high-density community. He shows how hard the times were. The harvests failed two years in a row. People starved. In anticipation of a French invasion, armies were mustered. Plague broke out. Political and religious loyalties were volatile.  The  Privy Council ordered a purge on bookshops which stocked deist or atheistic material and there was Aikenhead,  casting doubt on the scriptures. 
A question for any historian  is how to provide contextual overview while maintaining subject focus.  When Graham goes in close he brings Aikenhead’s world to life. When he takes us on a whirlwind skim of the seventeenth century, he loses me. The large cast becomes unwieldy at times and occasions too much. We don’t need to hear twice, for example,  that ‘Carstares... had been tortured with thumbscrews in 1684 for his suspected knowledge of the Rye House Plot.’  Phrases  like  ‘ongoing hard-core Presbyterian refusal’, ‘political circus’ and summarising platitudes e.g. ‘The indictment pulled no punches.’ detract from the authority of the text. 
The parallel drawn between Aikenhead and the young Spinoza (excommunicated in 1656 from his Jewish community),  emphasises the perils of being in the wrong place at the wrong time but the more interesting  proposition – that Aikenhead might also have had philosophical worth  – is summarily dismissed. Aikenhead’s execution is considered a milestone on Scotland’s dark road to the Enlightenment and Graham shows us with vividness and some effective dramatic timing,  the worst that can happen when self-righteousness and political expediency join forces.

